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Your trusted partner
Since 1985, Global has been a primary source for purpose-built healthcare products and  

services that support wellness and raise the bar for quality, long-term value and durability 

for medical clinics, acute care and long-term care facilities.

You may wonder what sets us apart from other healthcare furniture manufacturers...  

the answer is: we care. We are listening to what people in the healthcare industry have to 

say and we are responding to their needs.

Cambridge Memorial Hospital
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“Being an ambulatory care hospital means 
providing a completely different model of 
care. So, we needed to design a building 
that could accommodate that type of care 
and the innovations required to provide it.”
Heather McPherson, President and CEO1, Women’s College Hospital

1 Quoted in “Momentous: Building the Hospital of the Future”, 2012 Access + Innovation Report  
Women’s College Hospital

GC Sirena club chair and Swap round top table with round centered base.
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A classic reimagined
Senator® adds a modern look to the wingback chair with gracious curves and a high back for 

support. Spaces designed for relaxation will look richer and more beautiful when choosing  

the Senator series.

Senator armchair, two seat sofa and three seat sofa. GC Sirena club chair; club chair with casters; club chair with right laminate tablet and casters; and club 
chair with left laminate tablet and casters.

Perfect for smaller areas
A modern take on a classic design, GC SirenaTM remains just as relevant a design as ever.  

The chair’s charm and diversity offer simple, clean, �exible lines that will complement and 

create a sense of warmth in any room.
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Form, function, value
Single to �ve seater styles with or without center arm, ensure a perfect con�guration,  

no matter the size of the space. PrimacareTM is respectful of housekeeping timeframes and 

workloads, providing a full and easily accessible 360° clean out with no open creases in the 

metalwork that can harbor contaminants. 

Guest low back �ve seater with open center arms; guest low back single seater with closed arms; guest 
low back three seater with closed arms; and guest low back four seater with closed center arms. 

Primacare HT guest low back single seater with open arms; guest low back three seater with open arms; 
and guest low back four seater with open center arms. 
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Comfort and safety 
Be comfortable in CoastTM. The Coast glider offers a smooth low-range rocking motion to 

help users relax. Designed with safety in mind, Coast’s uniquely curved armrests remain 

stationary to provide a safer way for the user to get in and out of the chair. 

Coast glider/motion chair.

A modern wingback chair
PrimacareTM wingback has a healthcare compliant design that includes seat clean out, 

adjustable neck support cushion, integrated lumbar support and forward grasping armcaps 

in wood or urethane. Primacare wingback is available in standard, bariatric and two seater 

models with optional ottomans.

Primacare single seater wingback armchair with headrest.
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Recline effortlessly
Better by design. PrimacareTM motion recliners follow the patient’s intuitive response to reach 

for the arms when they want to come to a seated position. This simple action overcomes 

patient stress and concerns if a caregiver is not immediately available.

Primacare motion recliner with solid wood armcaps, casters and optional tablet arm. Primacare motion recliner with self-skinned urethane armcaps, casters and optional tablet arm.
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Primacare motion recliner with full arms, casters, and optional headrest and tablets.
GC Sidero armchair.

“...providing ample natural lighting, namely 
through a large inner courtyard and 
skylights. The many outdoor views also 
facilitate orientation. The Center’s reception 
areas, waiting and care rooms are designed 
to allow patients to undergo their treatment 
with dignity and in comfort...”
Jodoin Lamarre, Pratte Architectes2

2 Source: https://jlp.ca/en/project/regional-integrated-cancer-center-at-the-hotel-dieu-hospital-in-levis/
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Primacare HT patient low back hip chair with open arms and Primacare patient low back hip chair with 
open arms.

Unique solutions
PrimacareTM hip chairs take full advantage of Primacare’s superior engineering and 

construction, including a higher seat, step rail and a more generous seat width for patients 

transitioning from surgery.

The perfect solution for temporary seating
The unique folding frame on Janna® makes it the perfect solution for temporary seating, 

especially where space is at a premium. An optional wall bracket allows the chair to  

be conveniently stored while not in use. Available in your choice of an upholstered or  

wood back.

Janna folding chair with upholstered seat and back, and folding chair with upholstered seat and  
wood back.
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All Dreme models require zero wall clearance when adjusted. Dreme includes Global’s 

commitment to support the rigors of healthcare environments with durable construction and 

ease of housekeeping features, including clean out spaces and optional sealed seams and 

casters. More than 500 performance healthcare textiles are available directly from Global in 

addition to COM speci�cation.

Pull and �ip to sleep
Sit or sleep in comfort with DremeTM. This space conscious sleeper series sets up quickly 

with a simple pull and �ip design, offering a dedicated, cleanable and moisture barrier sleep 

surface. This popular series includes models with or without backrests and arms. Options 

include tablets, power capabilities and lined storage compartments for linens.

Dreme sleeper with back, arms and laminate front; armless sleeper with laminate front; armless 
sleeper with back; and sleeper with back, arms and tablet.
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Nourish high back patient chair with adjustable built-in headrest and ottoman. Push bar is optional. 

Nourish the body with comfort
NourishTM was developed in consultation with leading healthcare professionals as a “perfect 

patient chair.” It offers several unique and important features including, height adjustable legs, 

transfer arms, and tip and move wheels to bene�t patient and staff interaction with the chair.
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Patient support and special needs
A better �t. PrimacareTM patient seating features an ergonomically-contoured back and  

built-in lumbar support, which can be enhanced with a �exing back for increased comfort or  

a fold-down upper back that enables caregivers to assist patients safely. “Tip and move” rear 

casters are optional on HT models, allowing the chair to be moved easily within the space  

(not for patient transfer).

Primacare HT patient high back chair with open arms and patient high split back chair with open arms.Primacare patient high back chair with open arms and patient high split back chair with open arms.
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“This is our community’s hospital. 
We really wanted this to feel like their 
hospital and I think we succeeded.”
Patrick Gaskin, President and CEO, Cambridge Memorial Hospital

Primacare HT patient high split back chair with open arms. Primacare modular guest low back two seat 
top; guest low back bariatric top; right end metal frame with open arm; center metal frame with open arm 
for linking seating units; left end table with thermally fused laminate top and metal legs; and center metal 
frame with open arm for linking seating unit to table on the left.
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Safer solutions
Make it comfortable. DesmondTM dining chairs have been sized speci�cally to suit both elder 

care and acute care applications. Available in your choice of wood or metal frames.

Desmond HT metal armchair. Enable table multi-purpose table with high pressure laminate top, �xed 
height and E-Z lift dual arm tablets in high pressure laminate.
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Bringing people and teams together
Meet River+TM the next generation of our highly popular lounge series, now with industry-

leading support for workplace, education and healthcare. River+ is tested to three times the 

BIFMA standard and warranted to an active weight of 600 lbs. per seat location to support the 

demands of 24/7 environments.

River+ inside curve two-seat sofa with extended back; inside curve two-seat sofa with standard back; 
42" round laminate coffee table; and 96"W media hearth with sliding glass doors. 

The series offers three back heights, multiple seat heights, and supports linear, curvilinear, 

90-degree and 120-degree con�gurations. Elegant polished aluminum arms are fully modular 

and can be installed and relocated on-site to add support where required and adapt when 

needs change.
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“... if we can make the environment more 
conducive to having family around, to 
having privacy, to providing light, comfort 
and space to move, it improves the 
experience for the patient and brings joy 
to an often unpleasant time.”
Vera Heldman, Clinical Educator ICU Medical Unit, Cambridge Memorial Hospital

Primacare HT lounge chair with open arms. GC Sidero side chair, 13" high seat. River+ outside curve  
two-seat bench; inside curve two-seat bench; and 42" round bench.
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Comfort and warmth
CalidonTM offers the comforts of home in reception, lounge, waiting and patient spaces.  

Its durable hardwood frame and infection control features are a great �t for high traf�c 

of�ce and healthcare environments. Continue the appeal with an array of matched single, 

two and three seater lounge and guest seating, benches and tables. Corian® table surfaces 

available.

Calidon wood lounge single seat with closed arms and optional power/USB; 22" square end table; 36" 
square coffee table; wood lounge three seater with closed arms and optional power/USB; wood lounge 
two seater with closed arms and optional power/USB; and single seat bench.

Wood lounge single seat with open arms; wood lounge two seater with open arms; and wood lounge 
three seater with open arms.
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Multi-use favorites
GC SideroTM is a collection of contemporary multi-purpose stacking chairs with a sculpted 

look that features wide, curved arms and a round, tubular wall saver steel frame.

GC Sidero low back mid size armchair; low back armchair; low back side chair; low back armchair with 
sled base; high single-piece back mid size side chair with sled base; and low back bariatric armchair.

Caring for the whole family
PrimacareTM sleepers are perfect for extended visits, sick rooms, staff lounges or wherever 

unexpected stays may happen. Transitioning easily from lounge chair to sleeper makes it the 

ideal solution for these applications.

Primacare wide single sleeper and wide double sleeper. 
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Multi-purpose seating for healthcare
FrolickTM and SplashTM are perfect multi-purpose chairs speci�cally designed to meet the 

many seating challenges within healthcare environments. Clients who need to respond 

to greater requirements for housekeeping and infection control have the option of adding 

an additional moisture barrier and/or heat sealed seams. In mental health areas where 

protection against hiding contraband or the need for greater safety is required,  

tamperproof fasteners, additional weight and/or completely sealed seat and back  

cushions are available. 

Frolick armchair with rectangular back and concealed attachment; side chair with rectangular back and 
concealed attachment; armchair with rectangular back, concealed attachment and sled base; and bariatric 
armchair with rectangular back and sled base. Splash fan back four-legged armchair with concealed 
attachment; fan back four-legged side chair with concealed attachment; fan back armchair with concealed 
attachment and sled base; and fan back side chair with concealed attachment and sled base.

Popcorn armless chair with upholstered seat and polypropylene back; armchair with polypropylene seat 
and back; armless chair with polypropylene seat and back; armless counter stool with polypropylene seat 
and back; and bar stool with arms, polypropylene seat and back.

Transform any space into a great place
PopcornTM designed by Zooey Chu is ideal for conference areas, cafeterias, classrooms and 

healthcare spaces – or wherever multi-purpose stacking applications are required.
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Bakhita: light, comfortable and lasting
BakhitaTM is designed to look good and perform well. Bakhita is constructed of two  

techno polymers for strength, has UV additives for outdoor exposure and contains no steel  

hardware, making it a nonferrous product perfect for rooms housing MRI technology.

Bakhita armchair with upholstered seat and polymer back; armchair with polymer seat and back; side chair 
with upholstered seat and polymer back; side chair with polymer seat and back; armless bar stool with polymer 
seat and back; and armless bar stool with upholstered seat and polymer back.

Flap folding chair; dolly for Flap folding chairs; and wall hook.

Expand the audience. Indoors and out.
When rooms are planned to optimize space, accommodating extra people can be challenging. 

FlapTM is a versatile seating solution that can expand the audience quickly. Lightweight and 

stackable, UV stable, weather and stain resistant, Flap folds �at for storage or can be hung in 

pairs on a wall hook (optional). The technopolymer molded construction ensures Flap can be 

used safely in MRI rooms.
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Patient and resident room solutions
SonomaTM provides the � exibility, the enhanced utility and the attention to detail that renders 

a friendly and nurturing environment. The Sonoma Collection was developed in response to 

the needs of caregivers and changing expectations of people in care. Speci� ers will � nd it aligns 

dimensionally to minimize footprint and maximize available space. 

Sonoma bedside cabinet with three drawers, pull out shelf and rear casters; bedside cabinet with 
adjustable shelf and rear casters; three-drawer dresser; four-drawer dresser; bookcase with � ve shelves; 
open hutch with � xed and adjustable shelves, three-drawer dresser with open storage space; and two-door 
wardrobe with � xed and adjustable shelves, full height storage. Corian® surface available.

AldonTM offers an affordable and personalized solution for patient and resident room furniture. 

Bedside cabinets and wardrobes are available in a variety of con� gurations. Aldon dressers are 

available with full-width or half-width drawers for shared use in double occupancy rooms.

Aldon bedside cabinet with drawer, right opening door and metal legs; bedside cabinet with three drawers 
and casters; bedside cabinet with drawer, adjustable shelf and metal legs; dresser with three drawers and 
metal legs; double dresser with six half drawers and plinth base; narrow wardrobe with drawer, � xed upper 
shelf, coat rail and metal legs; and divided wardrobe with two drawers, � xed upper shelf, coat rail and 
plinth base. Corian® surface available.
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Overbed tables rectangular thermofoil spillguard top with �ip-top surface, U-base and vanity drawer; 
peanut shaped thermofoil spillguard top with C-base; kidney shaped thermofoil spillguard top with 
C-base and Desmond HT metal armchair.

Overbed tables
Eat, read or surf on your laptop comfortably while seated in bed or on a chair

with overbed tables. A variety of overbed table tops and base shapes are available

to meet individual needs. Increase the convenience of your overbed table by

adding accessories such as a vanity drawer, storage basket and locking casters.
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“Our new Health Unit was designed with 
the public in mind – their needs, well-being 
and health.”
Dr. Jim Chirico, Medical Of� cer of Health3

3 Source: https://www.myhealthunit.ca/en/news/index.aspx?keyword=&date=05/01/2018&newsId=3b1a
3979-319b-4033-aa31-737390b14130

Loover high back weight sensing synchro-tilter.
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Vion mesh high back synchro-tilter; mesh back bar height stool; mesh high back multi-tilter; mesh 
medium back tilter; mesh low back side chair; armless mesh back counter height stool; and mesh 
medium back height adjustable task stool.

Vion, we are a family
The VionTM family is not only design savvy, but is adaptable to any of�ce or meeting room 

environment. Two back heights and �ve mechanisms are offered along with mesh and 

upholstered back varieties. With the inclusion of height adjustable stools, guest seating, 

counter height and bar height stools, as well as heavy duty models, the Vion family becomes 

an excellent choice for the modern of�ce.

Vion upholstered medium back height adjustable task stool; upholstered high back weight sensing 
synchro-tilter; armless upholstered medium back task; armless upholstered low back side chair with 
casters; upholstered low back armchair; and upholstered back counter height stool.

Vion is no ordinary of�ce chair. Designed by Zooey Chu, its unique back provides exceptional 

comfort throughout the workday. Add the optional lumbar support and you just might never 

leave your workplace.



globalfurnituregroup.com
workplace
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healthcare
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